The Great Triangle Treasure Hunt
Clues for Manchester, NH

There are two treasure chests hidden in two different locations in Manchester, NH.
Try your best to figure out at least one location to find a chest and win your prize!
Remember, all chests are hidden outside, above the ground so there is no need to dig.
Please try to end your hunt by 8pm. If you find the chest, take a selfie pic and email
us at kidsclub@triangelcu.org or teenclub@trianglecu.org. Please make sure you place
the chest in its exact location so others can play.
There will be a total of 4 clues given for each location. A new clue will be released on
this scroll each week during the month of August so check every Wednesday for an
update.
Clue 1 for LOCATION A

To prevent writing in the sand “SOS,” point your ship toward a USPS!
Clue 2 for LOCATION A

If you truly want all of your golden earrings, proceed to a place that teaches through
hands-on learning!
Clue 3 for LOCATION A

While pirates steer ships in a way that is somewhat manual, this location focuses on
vessels that are a bit more ‘Mechanical’!
Clue 4 for LOCATION A

If you lift your eye patch at the end of your crusade, you should be able to spot the
treasure at NH School of Mechanical Trades! This is the final clue—good luck!
Clue 1 for LOCATION B

Get behind the helm and sail in the direction of the Proctor and Candia Road
intersection.
Clue 2 for LOCATION B

Some pirates tell tall tales of both misfortune and glory, when you tell yours there
will be three sides to your story!
Clue 3 for LOCATION B

Spot the location in your telescope and start your pursuit towards the place that
helps you store your loot!
Clue 4 for LOCATION B

You have navigated through the treacherous water of Manch, now claim the
treasure at Triangle’s Candia Road branch! This is the final clue—good luck!

